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Abstract. An adaptive grid model, describing the formation of
photochemical
grids, has been
oxidantsbasedon triangularunstructured
places
developedfor theCentralEuropean
Region.The modelautomatically
a finer resolutiongrid in regionswerehighernumericalerroris predictedby
the comparisonof l" and 2"o order solutions.Using this method,grid
resolutionsof the orderof 15 km could be achievedin a computationally
effectiveway. Initial simulationof the photochemical
episodeof August
1998 indicate that the model captureswell the spatial and temporal
tendencies
of ozoneproduction.

L lntroduction
Previous EUROTRAC investigationsshowed that some of the highest regional
ozone concentrations in Europe can be observed in Cenffal Europe, including
Hungary. During the summer ozone episodes,the ozone burden of natural and
agricultural vegetation is well beyond the tolerable level. Budapest,the capital of
Hungary, is one of the biggest cities in this region, emitting significant amount of
ozone precursor substances.An important tool in the management of ozone
problems is a computationalmodel, which can be used to test the €ffect ofpossible
emission confol stategies on the ozone burden. The proper resolution of such a
model is important to reducethe impact of numerical errors on the solution and to
allo*, better comparison of the model with experimental data during validation.
This paper therefore presents the development of an adaptive grid model
originating at the Unive$ity of Leeds, UK, n, 2, 3l for application to
photochemical air pollution in Hungary. New meteorological sub-models have
been incorporated and emissions and meteorologicaldata for Hungary included.
The paper reports the first simulation resultswith the new model.

II. The modeldescription
The model describes the spread of reactive air pollutants within a 2D
unstructuredtriangular based grid representinglayers within the troposphereover
the Central Europeanregion. Vertical resolution of pollutants is approximatedby
the application of four layers representingthe surface,mixing, reservoir layers and
the free troposphere.The grid is adaptiye,i.e. continuously changesin spaceand
time to minimize numerical eror. Transformationofpollutants is describedwithin
each grid cell by a detailed gas phase chemical mechanism.The wider European
region is simulated using a coarce grid, while the area of intcrest surrounding
Hungary is subject to initial refinementto a fine resolutionsub-grid. This approach
allows high spatial resolution for the area of interest, and also realistic boundary
conditions to be simulated for this region. Transientrefinement and de-refinement
is then further invoked as necessary throughout the model run according to spatial
errors and chosenrefinement criteria.

II. 1. Model €quations
The aEnosphedchansport-diffusionequationin two spacedimensionsis given
by,

(1)
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where c; is the conc€ntrationof speciesii u, v, are componentsof horizontal wind
velocity, K and { are turbulent diffusivity coefficients and f1i and i;, are dry and
wet deposition coefficients, respectively.d describesthe distribution of enission
sources for the lth compound and R1 is the chemical reaction term, which may
contain non-linear t€rms in c,, For r chemical speciesan r,-dimensional set of
partial differential equations(PDEs) is formed describing the rates of change of
species concentration over time and space, where the equations are coupled
through the nonlinear chemical reactionterms.

II. 2. Chemical mechanisms
Two chemical schemeshave been utilised. The fust is a simplified mechanism
introduced by Azzi and Jobnson [4] and entitled the Generic Reaction Set. This
mechanism representsonly 7 speciesinteracting via 7 reactions. The GRS is a
small, simplistic descdption of tropospheric NO, chemistry enabling fast turn
around times during code development.The second scheme is the considerably
larger CBM-Leeds model, which provides a more detailed representation of
tropospheic chemistry. This reactionset contains23 speciesand 59 reactions[5].
The rate constants have been chosen to be in agreementwith those used by
Derwent and J-enkin[6] and are expressedas zth order rute conslantswith units
(molecule
Tempemture dependentrat€ constantsare representedby
standard Arrhenius expressions.The photolysis mtes were parameterisedby the
followins function:
Jo= ao exp (-b, sec @,

(2)

where @ is the solar zenith angle and q is the reaction number. The solar zenith
aneleis calculatedbv
cos @- cos(/la) cos(dec)cos(/dr)+ sin(dec) sn(lat),

(3)

where lha is lhe local hour angle (function of the time of day), dec is the solar
declination (function of the time of year) and /a, is the latitude. The concenhation
of H2O was also parameterisedas follows:

(597.3- 0.57(T-273.16))18.0/1.986r- (4)
lHrol = 6.l078exp(- 167),
1.0t273.16)(10.lRnl(1.38e
whereRH is the relativehumidityand T is the temperature.
Relativehumidityand
model ALADIN [7], which
temperaturedata were producedby meteorological
providesdatahavingtimeresolutionof 6 hoursandspatialresolutionof0.l x 0.15
deqrees.

II. 3. Wind field and vertical stratification
The local wind speed and direction was consideredas a function of spaceand
time. These data were obtained from the ECMWI'database [8], which ensured
conseryationproperties.The ECMWF data has a time resolution of 6 hours and a
spatial resolution of 2.5 x 2.5 degrees.These data were inter?olatedto obtain data
relevant to a given spaceand time point on the model grid.
The model includes four layers: the ground layer, the mixing layer, a reservoir
layer and the free troposphere(upper) layer. The surfacelayer extendsfrom ground
level to 50 m altitude. Above the surface layer is the mixing layer, which extends
to 300 m at night, but rises to 1000 m during the day [6]. The reservoir layer, if
exists, extendsfrom the top of the mixing layer to the altitude of 1000 m. Vertical
mixing and deposition are parameterisedaccording to the vertical stratification
presentedby van Loon [9]. Deposition velocities are assumedto be constanlacross
the whole domain.

IL 4. Domain, source terms and transport param€ters
The model domain covers Central Europe including Hungary. The model
describes the domain using a Cartesian coordinate system through the
stereographicpolar projection of the curved surface onto a flat plane. Global
coordinates are transformed by projecting the surface of the Eanh, from the
opposite pole onto a flat plane located at the North Pole which is perpendicularto
the Earth's axis. Due to the orientation of the projection plane this ffansformation
placesthe Cartesianorigin at the North Pole. To presentresults in a more familiar
orientation the emissions inventory is rotated by 90 degreesand a false origin is
placed at the south-westcomer ofEurope. The emissionofspecies into the domain
was described by the EMEP [0] emissions inventory for 1997. The EMEP
emission inventory is transformed from latitude and longitude coordinatesto the
same Cartesiancoordinate system.Emission data are interpolaled to the fiiangular
mesh ensuring mass conservation.The eddy diffusivity coeflicients for x and y
'
directionswas setat 50 m's for all soecies.

II. 5. Numerical discretisation
The basis of the numerical method is the space discretisation of the PDEs
derived from the atmosphericdiffusion equationon unstructuredtriangular meshes
using the software SPRINT2D [l]. This approach, (known as the "Method of
Lines"), reduces the set of PDES in three independentvariables to a system of
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in one independentvariable, time. The
system of ODES can then be solved as an initial value problem, and a variety of
powerful software tools exist for this purpose F2]. For advection dominated
problems it is important to choose a discretisationscheme which preservesthe
physical range of the solution. A more in-depth discussionof the methods can be
found in references
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

Unstructured triangular meshes are popular with finite volume/element
practitioners because of their ability to deal with geneml two-dimensional
geometries.In terms of application to multi-scale atmosphericproblems, we are
not dealing with complex physical geomehies,but unsEucturedmeshesprovide a
good method of resolving the complex structures formed by the interaction of
chemistry and flow in the atmosphere and by the varying t'?es of emission
sources. The term unstructured represents the fact that each node in the mesh may
be surounded by any number of hiangles whereas in a structured mesh this
number would be fixed. For systemsofequations such as (l) it is useful to consider
the advective and diffusive fluxes separatelyin terms of the discretisation.In the
present work, a flux limited, cell-centered,finite volume discretisationschemeof
Berzins and Ware [16] was chosen.This method enablesaccuratesolutions to be
determined for both smooth and discontinuousflows by making use of the local
Riemann solver flux techniques(originally developedfor the Euler equations)for
the advective parts of the fluxes, and centeredschemesfor the diffusive part. The
schemeused for the treatment of the advective tcrms is an extension to inegular
triangular meshesofthe nonlinear schemedescribedby Spekeijse [7] for regular
Carlesian meshes.The schemeof Berzins and Ware has the desirableproperties,
see Chock [18], of preserving positivity eliminating spurious oscillations and
restricting the amount of diffusion by the use of a nonlinear limit€r function.
Recent surveys of methods for the advection equation [9, l8] have suggestedthe
use of a very similar schemefor regular Cartesianmeshes,prefening it to schemes
such as Flux CorrectedTransport.

IL 6. Adaptive gridding
The initial unstructuredmeshesused in SPRINT2D are createdfrom a geometry
description using the Geompack [19] mesh generator. These meshes are then
refined and coarsenedby the triad adaptivity module, which usesdata structuresto
enableefficient mesh adaptation.
Since the initial mesh is unstructured,we have to be very careful in choosing the
data sflucture which provides the necessaryinformation for refining and derefining
the mesh. When using a structuredmesh it is possibleto number mesh vertices or
elementsexplicitly. This is not possible for unstructuredmeshesand therefore the
data structur€ must provide the necessaryconnectivity. The important factor is to
maintain the quality of the triangle as the mesh is refined and coarsened.This is
achievedusing a tree-like data structurewith a method of refinement basedon the
regular subdivision of tdangles. Here an original triangle is split into four similar
triangles by connecting the midpoints of the edgesas shown in Fig.l. These may
later be coalescedinto the parent triangle when coarseningthe mesh. This process
is called local h-refinement,since the nodes of the original mesh do not move and
we are simply subdividing the original elements. Similar procedures are
extensively used with a wide range ofboth finite elementand volume methodsfor
a very broad range ofphysical problems.
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Fig. l. Methodof localrefinementbasedon thesubdivision
oftriangles.

Once a method of refinement and derefinementhas been implemented,it remains
to decide on a suitable criterion for the application of the adaptivity. The ideal
sinration would be that the decision to refine or derefine would be made on a fully
automatic basis with no user input necessary.In practice a combination of an
automatic technique and some knowledge of the physical properties of the system
is used. The techniqueused in this work is basedon the calculation of spatial error
estimates.Low and high order solutions are obtained and the difference between
them gives the spatial error. The algorithm can then chooseto refine in regions of
high spatialerror by comparisonwith a user defined tolemnce.
For the ith PDE component on the /h tdangle, a local error estimateeij f, is
calculatedfrom the difference betweenthe solution using a first order method and
that using a second order melhod. For time dependentPDES this estimate shows
how the spatial error grows locally over a time step.A refinement indicator for the
jth triangle is defined by an averagescalederror serl measurementover all npcle
PDEs using supplied absoluteand relative tolerances:
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where atol and rtol are the absolute and relative enor tolerances, eij(t) is local error
estimate of species i over elementj, cu is the concenfiation of species i over
triangle 7 and ,{j is the area of"/th triangle. This formulation for the scaled error
provides a flexible way to weight the refinement towards any PDE error. In these
calculations a combination of errors in species NO and NO2 were used as
refinement indicators.An integer refinement level indicator is calculatedfrom this
scalederror to give the number of times the fiiangle should be refined or derefined.
Since the error estimateis applied at the end ofa time-stepit is too late to make the
refinement decision.Methods are thereforeused for the prediction ofthe grouth of
the spatial error using linear or quadratic interpolants.The decision about whether

7

to refine a fiangle is basedon thesepredictions,and the estimatemade at the end
of the time-step can be used to predict enors at future time-steps.Generally it is
found that large spatial errors coincide with regions ofsteep spatial gradients. The
spatial error estimatecan also be used to indicate when the solution is being solved
too accurately and can indicate which regions can be coarsened.The tree data
stmcture can then be used to reslore a lower level mesh which maintains the
triangle quality.

III. Results
The model was tested via the simulation of a photochemical oxidant episode
that took place in Hungary in August, 1998. During almost the whole month wind
speedswere low and shong sunshine resulted in high photo-oxidant levels over
most of Europe. High ozone levels were also measuredal the K-puszta monitodng
station of the Hungarian Meteorological Service, which is located 70 km southsoutheastfrom Budapest.
The initial, rather coa$e, grid covered Centml Europe as seen in Fig. 2. The
resolution of this coarsegrid is defined by an edge length of 125 km. The grid was
initially manually refined around K-puszta to an edge length of 30.2 km in order to
allow comparisons with measured concentmtions in this region even under
circumstances where spatial errors are low. Transient refinemenVderefinement
took place every 20 minutes of simulation time throughout the model run. This
methodology is used rather than allowing grid adaption every time-step to avoid
excessiveoverhead in interpolating data to the new mesh. Initial test simulations
have shown that the method does not lead to greater errors than refining every
time-step where often only one or two grid cells are changed. Refinement was
limited to I levels below the base mesh in this case leading to a minimum edge
length of 14.7 km. Fig. 3 shows the grid after 4 simulation days where ref-rnement
has effectively taken place around regions of high gradients in NO and NO2
concentrations.The refinementregion is seento cover a lalge part ofHungary. The
high ozone concentration area is found to be northwest of Hungary and in this
region the grid is also dense.The CRS schemewas used and the initial conditions
for the most important specieswere as a follows: 0.04 ppb for NOr, 1 ppb for NO,
20.3 ppb 03, 4 ppb for VOC.
Fig, 4 shows the calculated ozone concentrationson 3'o August, 1998. The
highest concentrationregion is in easternAustda. The calculationsshowed that the
high ozone levels there originate from the pollutants emitted in the southem Polish
indusfiial areas. Another high ozone concentration area is the industrially
developedNorth-Italy. Also, somewhathigher ozone concentrationscan be found
downwind from Budapest.
The calculated ozone levels are lower than the ozone levels measured at Kpuszta.Improved agreementbetweenthe measuredand calculateddata is expected
from further developedversion of the model, which will use a more sophisticated
method for the calculation of the height of mixing layer and a more detailed
emission inventory for Hungary.
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IV. Discussion and Conclusions
An adaptive grid model describing the formation and transformationof
gridshasbeendeveloped
photochemical
oxidantsbasedon triangularunstructured
for the Central European Region, which includes Hungary. The model
automaticallyplacesa finer resolutiongrid in regionscharacterised
by high
gradientsandthereforeby highernumericalerror.Usingan adaptive
concentration
methodit is thereforepossibleto achievegrid resolutionsofthe orderof 15 km
without excessivecomputational
effort. Inilial simulationsof the photochemical
of
August
1998
indicate
that the model under predicts ozone
episode
ln the near
concentrations,
but captureswell the spatialand temporaltendencies.
model
will
be
developed
further
by
applying
higher
resolution
emission
l'uturethe
calculationofthe heightofthe mixing layer.
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